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Abstract
The performance of a bad bureaucracy indicates a bureaucracy is riddled with problems; a pathology which arose not always coming from outside the bureaucratic body, but pathology that has been flourishing and will be exerting influence when the bureaucracy is unhealthy. This research article would like to give an overview of the incidence of the pathological bureaucracy which argumentation pathology can prevent. The phenomenon occurs that the bureaucracy could not deliver good public services and bureaucracy is a den of disease. The specific purpose of this research is focused on finding ways of preventing the pathology of the bureaucracy that comes from a variety of scientific literature. The method in this research article is systematic reviews technique that tries to identify all the written evidence exists regarding research themes. The results of this study reveal that the pathology of the bureaucracy is something to be prevented if we want the bureaucracy to run the task properly, one of the ways that can be done is to do a bureaucratic innovation (an innovation on structure, systems, culture). The innovation of bureaucracy will not only make changes to the organization to prevent the pathology of the bureaucracy but also as an ingredient to do discretion for a government policy especially regional government.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The activities of government organizations are often referred to with the bureaucracy in charge to resolve social problems that exist in society and also as the executor of any decision in the political process (Gailmard & Patty, 2012; Goodsell, 2015). While someone is always talking about the bureaucracy, so the first impression of the public has envisaged an organization that is ugly, convoluted, and some of the arguments described by Rose-Ackerman (1999); Shi & Temzelides (2004) is that the bureaucracy is a nest of corruption. The proper functioning of the bureaucracy realistically will determine the "color" of the nation and State life, if the performance of the bureaucracy is healthy, productive, creative, innovative, then so are the country and the society. If the bureaucracy is not good, then the bureaucracy can be a "predator" and can be detrimental to society in receiving good service. The existence of bureaucracy is a chain of liaison between the state and its citizens to provide good public service to the community, in which public services are just some of the manifestations of bureaucracy. However, the pathology of the bureaucracy continues to and endless from the time to time, almost every year the government takes the time to think about how to prevent the pathology of the bureaucracy that has always incited the unjust society.

The success of the bureaucracy to deliver good public service to the community is not only supported by the good organization of the pattern, the institution that is free from corruption, collusion, and nepotism, but human resource quality is worth to be considered seriously. The consideration that may affect the ability of the human resources, in addition to environmental factors, knowledge, use, and mastery of technology, is a cultural factor. The internal culture of an area will affect the morale and performance of each individual (Smith, 2001).
Paternalistic teaching is taught to treat people by family and loyalty. The nature of a familistic-localistic will appear larger than on the social value that is displayed by the bureaucratic apparatus may alone in opposition and showing personal enjoyment of the values of the organization. Injustice, partiality, and boxing (tribal, social groups) that serve the community will potentially cause problems as they undermine the Ministry, collusion, and the tendency of the occurrence “pungli” (illegal collection). This problem was identified by Caiden as “unfairness” and as pathology of the bureaucracy, which will touch the institution’s service providers directly related to the public administration such as population, healthy institutions, and so on.

The nature of a familistic-localistic distinguishing the recipient of services that is not fair (unfairness) for various reasons will create a bureaucratic impression that the institution is convoluted, riddled with problems that will affect the performance of the bureaucracy. This is evidenced by some data and facts as reported by the Ombudsman of the Republic of Indonesia by 2015. It reported that nationally there was 6,859 reports/public complaints by 2015, as many as 41.59% or 2,853 reports, complaints of public service in local government institutions (Ombudsman RI, 2016). As another report to compare the data of Ombudsman institution related to the Republic of Indonesia in local government, reported the results of the performance evaluation of organization of local governance (EKPPD) against the report of the organization of the local governance (LPPD) of the Ministry of the Interior; there are 3 provinces, 10 counties, and 10 cities with the best performance for 3 consecutive years from 34 provinces, 416 districts, 98 cities, in Indonesia on April 25, 2016 in Kulon Progo, Province of Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta (Kemendagri, 2016).

As a complementary data, by 2016 report from the Ministry of Empowerment State Apparatus Reform about the results of the evaluation of the implementation of the reform of the bureaucracy, accountability and integrity at the district/city nationwide, presents the results of the evaluation of the value of the data category AA (0), A (1), BB (7), B (30), CC (168), C (231) and D (67). From the above data, it gives us serious thought to us on why the community complained about public service and as the results the Ministry of Empowerment State Apparatus Reform did an evaluation of a dominant on category C and category D even also still exists. The reason, the above data gives an overview of the more handling need to make government institutions better again.

So far, several studies conducted focused on the bureaucracy aspects of pathology and aspects of prevention. The author takes research and comparison of the relevant scientific literature. The first aspect, the study of Eyre (2011); Amadi & Ekekwe (2014) stated that the characteristics of bureaucracy can affect the performance of the Organization and Government corruption. Moyo (2014) study stated that a great political influence in the bureaucracy allows a chance in increasing the level of corruption. Study Pinho & Sacramento (2015) stated that the implementation of bureaucracy always shows patrimonial traits with the emergence of groups which has the authority and power to determine public officials. The second aspect, the study by AlQahtani (2013) is the innovation on structure, focusing on the changing structure of the bureaucracy to improve the performance of the bureaucracy. Tahmer (2013) mentions innovation in the system, such as the reform of the bureaucracy as the means to achieve change focusing on institutional aspects of governance and human resource issues. AlKhatib (2013) said that information technology utilization (e-government) could facilitate the public to get public services and community information services quickly and accurately.

Bottom line, there are many approaches applied to the research discussing the pathology of the bureaucracy and the way of prevention, the evidence that is presented in general is not much different, that the source of pathology which crawled on the bureaucracy derives not only from the external but also from the internal of the bureaucracy itself. Some of the arguments stated bureaucratic difficulties (government organizations) innovating became one of the reasons is that the bureaucracy is not functioning properly (Alberti & Bertucci, 2007; Goodsell, 2015). The inability of the bureaucratic catch changes as well as the cause of the onset of torpor, the convoluted procedure, and the uncertainty of service (Dwiyanto, 2015). Making a rational choice is not easy and can be done, we do not reject the modernization but not necessarily be all at one thing that has long been in effect ignored it outright, it needs every effort to give you the ability to change the bad to get better.

This research seeks to contribute knowledge with exploring the pathology of the bureaucracy, the article in the study also tried to bring the concept of preventive pathology bureaucracy stemming from a variety of scientific literature. The difference lies in the problem of unfairness as the pathology of bureaucracy especially in bureaucratic apparatus and interaction between the communities. The purpose of this research was also to reaffirm its position with that of the bureaucracy that is not good is the nest of a wide range of pathology of the bureaucracy. The problem is whether the pathology of the bureaucracy can be prevented.
II. Method

The method used in this research article is systematic reviews technique. (Gough, Oliver, & Thomas, 2012) gave a view that a research can be understood as a systematic investigation to develop theories, establish evidence, and solve problems. The research could give understanding, develop a theory, put forward the facts, and find a way to solve a problem. Systematic reviews also give a great contribution to provide answers to the research (Harriss-White, 1997)(Petticrew & Roberts, 2009).

The process of conducting a systematic review of the research follows the steps outlined by Petticrew & Roberts (2009, pp. 248–287), 1). Define the question; 2) Consider drawing together a steering or advisory group; 3) Write a protocol and have it reviewed; 4) Carry out the literature research; 5) Screen the references; 6) Assess the remaining studies against the inclusion/exclusion criteria; 7.) Data extraction; 8). critical appraisal; 9). Synthesis of the primary studies; 10.) Consider the effects of publication bias, and other internal and external bias; 11.) Writing up the report; 12.) Wider dissemination. The above step is not just looking for different sources of literature but rather to the ability to search the relevant literature sources are expensive, require expertise, time and even money. This method also tried to define systematically to develop new concepts or theories. Systematic reviews are seeking to identify all the written evidence exists regarding research themes. Each method has a “positive and negative” in the study so that readers can assess for all the proof that there is such evidence to support or refute the hypothesis.

Unlike with traditional literature reviews, a research is often formed with the opinion piece, or “expert opinion”, which is less useful and less contributive to the information debate research issues, this is caused by a number of factors and tends to be “biased” and conducted with the viewpoint that collect and interpret particular literature (Torgerson, 2003). The traditional literature review is still useful at the undergraduate level, for postgraduates are not too informing debate (Jesson, Matheson, & Lacey, 2011). The reason this method chose as a preliminary study (preliminary research) is to understand the symptoms that develop in the field caused by the pathology of the bureaucracy. The data library is also a reliable tool in answering the research question. The empirical data is information that has been published by other people in scientific journal, magazine, or book-shaped that can enrich the study, which finding a way or developing the latest ways in answering the question of research.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Conceptual Framework

1) Bureaucracy

The concept of bureaucracy was presented by M. de Gournay, by letter dated July 1, 1764, are written by Baran de Grim refers to the idea that complaining about government Gournay serving himself. De Gournay mention self-serving is a disease which he called with bureau mania (Albrow, 2005). Since other disciplines have adopted the emergence of the idea of de Gournay, bureaucratic term, widely adopted in the political dictionary in Europe during the 18th century. One of the works that influenced the bureaucracy in the world, the work of Max Weber (1921) entitled bureaucracy. Weber believed that administrative processes in government activities would only be efficient, routine and participants while the government designed in such a way, and it resembles a machine.

Weber understood and reminded from the early potential-potential problems that might come up. The characteristics of bureaucracy Weber spread on the public and private sector as adapted by Johnston (1993); Ca-den (2009) as specialization, hierarchy, rules and regulation, management by administrators, impersonality, careerism. Garston (1993); Clegg (1997); Diefenbach & Todnem (2012) explains in general, the bureaucracy characterized the existence of organizational structure characterized by a hierarchy specified by the applicable rules. Very easily can then understand, why there are the characteristics of bureaucracy? Simple answered that characteristics it is not another way of working that could embody certain values, such as efficiency, a clear process, fairness, certainty and standard results. The emergence of the thought provoking post-bureaucracy initiate thought that tries to break down bureaucratic shortcomings Weber. Thought-provoking post-bureaucracy put more effort into looking model modern bureaucracy that is more flexible and can be adapted to the environment, not to think of the hierarchy that is too long, convoluted procedures can hamper the pace of service, leading to the centralization of power by Robert Michels (1911-1962) which he described as an oligarchy. Tolbert (2010) adapt the words of Robert Michels, of typical evolutionary processes in the governance of the political organizations, and the impact of such processes on organizations ‘ goals, is very relevant to scholars of social movements. Bureaucracy just made the game of political elites, they try to influence the activities of the bureaucracy just for political expediency, the rest of the bureaucratic apparatus and resources just be game exploitation for political elites, and may not be able to create a good government governance.
Kernaghan (2000, p. 93) giving his views, post-bureaucratic model has become well known to the public administration community, especially over the past decade. They include partnerships, empowerment, restructuring, re-engineering, information technology, and continuous learning. Very different from the characteristics of bureaucracy that is delivered by Weber; these traits will culminate in public service values (Kernaghan, 2000; Parker & Bradley, 2004; Budd, 2007). Never the less Presthus (1961) assume the concept of bureaucratic Weber who make assumptions about human motivation is not necessarily matched by a non-western. Although the administration’s experts in developing countries assess the importance of the change from a traditional bureaucratic red tape towards practical, examples of cases in developing countries such as India, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, the Middle East that many found in the scientific literature. The bureaucratic ideal is very hard to do because of the concept of a rational human being is very limited, there is nothing that can make rationally be perfect and even there is only rational bureaucracy ideal type is limited, it will be difficult to be realized (Simon, 2007; Bendor, 2010; Dwiyanto, 2015). Bureaucracy such as the two currencies that has different sides have the goodness and malice. A corrupt bureaucracy is a bureaucracy that is not pliable, rigid bureaucratic rules that bind, at the time of modernization truly is impossible to develop a bureaucracy that is pliable and can be developed following the demands of the public, civil society, economic systems, and environmental changes.

Clegg (1997, p. 181) calls, where the modernist organization was premised on technological determinism, the postmodernist organization is premised on technological choices made possible through ‘de-dedicated’ compatible equipment. The organization of the future will prefer technology to help the work of the organization itself. The aim to facilitate providing information and simplify procedures, creating transparency. The application of electronics in the activity upon a surefire strategy for the government is how the country responsible for the guarantee and provide good service. IGI (2016), replied modernization techniques to improve the performance of bureaucratic programs and agencies, modernization is compulsory to change a variety of bureaucratic performance techniques and the latest ways and adapt to the development of the modern era.

Farazman (2009, pp. 5-6) give a perspective of the theory of bureaucracy consists of 1). View the use positively machinery bureaucracy of government; 2). Perspective views bureaucracy in negative terms; 3). Perspective on bureaucracy is a more realistic and more balanced one. Although the Weberian bureaucracy is outdated and reaps a lot of criticism. Argyriades (2010) recommends that the bureaucracy does de-bureaucratization. Osborne & Gaebler (1993) also advocated emulating privatized bureaucracy of principles private. This argument seems to be the answer to the problem now faced by the bureaucracy that failed to finish and endless, various problems is not just caused by humans, the environment, but the narrow rule also is bureaucratic when threats evolve into the impossible. Bureaucratic position between one place and the other place is not the same, for example, they work in service of the fire department or agency that are more technical, procedure, and requires strict specialization, because their jobs demanded discipline and skills more, and very different treatment of people working in the service of cleanliness which only requires skills in cleaning something.

The core essence of the above description, the bureaucracy is representative of government activities. Niskanen (2007, p. 23) argue, the original use of the term, I understand, referred to a cloth covering the desk (the bureau) of eighteenth-century French officials, and the term soon became used to identify a form of government ruled by officials. A term used to identify the form of Government ruled (hierarchy) by officials. Pierre, (1995); Mill, (2001); Albrow, (2005); Farazman, (2009) mentions this activity is a form of an essence of bureaucracy.

2) Pathology Bureaucracy

Classify the dysfunctional and bureaucratic inefficiency is called bureau pathology. Bureaucratic diseases caused by a few things, the characteristics of the Weber bureaucracy is not working well (dysfunctional) which causes the disease bureaucracy even the term “red tape” is a criticism of the inefficiency of government organization (Bozeman, 2000). Red tape will affect several dimensions of work in a way surprising that depends on the subject known as stakeholders of the bureaucracy (Brewer & Walker, 2010). Problems characteristic of bureaucracy would cause problems with the hierarchy which is too long because the bureaucracy has a great potential of Weber to cause pathology. Not only the issues of dysfunctional bureaucracy as the reason for the onset of a pathology of the bureaucracy but can also be caused by the bureaucratic apparatus and cultural behavior. For example, the nature of a familistic-localistic touched culture, social groups, tribes, became dominant in the practice of bureaucracy then it happens is who has access to which of the activities of the bureaucracy he will have ease, and who has access to a small then she is hard-pressed to get service. This condition will be exploited by unscrupulous rogue bureaucratic apparatus to do such undue
undermines the Ministry, collusion, wild collection occurrence. Crozier (2010, p. 38) explains, there is the definite contrast between employee attitudes toward work and their job and their attitudes and behavior regarding of social participation within the organization. Patterns of behavior in the bureaucratic apparatus show will greatly affect the organization’s social conditions, these conditions are to be kept in order to be impartial so that the image of the bad bureaucracy can be erased to slowly, and in the end the bureaucracy can be pliable and can be developed, due to the success of any organization who were the determinant of success is the people that exist therein. Goodsell (2004, p. 17) give explanations, other forms of client mistreatment stem from internal needs and drives of the “bureaucratic personality” (sometimes referred to as “bureaucratic mentality”). Sometimes the bureaucratic apparatus, feel they occupy the lowest position of the consequences they often delaying the job, shows pride, avoid excessively.

Caiden, 2009 (p. 112) mentions, the functional elements of bureaucracy, the specialization hierarchy, rules, production management direction, impersonality, and professionalization if overdone can eventually turn dysfunctional and unproductive. When the characteristics of bureaucracy reached the optimum point exceeds the performance, then the tendency of the performance will decrease and will lead to a dysfunctional bureaucracy, but when the performance level of the bureaucracy becomes excessive and beyond the point of optimal then the efficiency it will thus become increasingly weak. Caiden (2009) explained through the theory of curves-] or parabolic theory of bureaucracy, can be seen in the Figure 1.

Parabolic Theory of Bureaucracy valid on all the characteristics of bureaucracy Weber; Caiden gave his analysis based on the abundance of criticism, and there may be characteristics of the Weber will run well in different environmental conditions, and this was never explained by the Weber while giving his views about bureaucracy. We are always glued to the pathology of the bureaucracy’s view only revolves around the structure, either a service hierarchy, corruption, long, dysfunctional, behavior of the bureaucratic apparatus. Caiden (1991) identified there are 178 pathologies that strike the body of bureaucracy, as in the Table 1.

In fact, in practice the bureaucracy what Caiden above a large part of the case. As an example of corruption, at least by 2016 as many as 10 (ten) districts have been established by the KPK (Corruption Eradication Commission) as suspects of corruption. The most mode is the misuse of the budget, and the granting of permission for mining (Gabrilin, 2016). Bribery, this case is not something new for the bureaucracy, a crime that harms the country involving elite government. Like the case of bribes one of the judges of the Constitutional Court (MK) the initials "PA" originating from the operation of hand capture by KPK (Fadil, 2017). Indiscipline, this case will be a lot going on during the holiday season. Real visible in various news medium multitude of bureaucratic apparatus that does not comply with the provisions of entry work after long holidays.

Caiden (1991, p. 490) have reminded, but the systematic shortcomings of organizations that cause individuals within them to be guilty of malpractices. Not an individual problem, when doing wrong then the lack of organization that leads them to err: This lack of bureaucracy, therefore many countries racing to reform bureaucracy, bureaucratic innovation with all aspects only for problem-solving of the pathology of the bureaucracy’s goal just puts a good service to the public provided by the bureaucracy.

B. Preventive of Pathology Bureaucracy

The phenomenon of the poor organization of the bureaucracy at the moment encourage the community to more crisis, caused by a bureaucracy that is unable to respond to the will of the people and resolve problems quickly. Resources and effort are made to think about the bureaucracy could function better in carrying out its duties, it is necessary a change of thinking on maintaining the old model which significantly nests from various diseases bureaucracy (Caiden, 1991; Bozeman, 2000). The change is not a change to the existing bureaucracy but rather how to make bureaucracy more flexible and evolve with new breakthrough makes something (innovation) which did not exist before, or develop existing ones become more effective longer which results in a good public service to create a good government governance as well. Many experts offers models and how to design an organization that leads not only the private sector but also the government’s organization to make it more effective, depending on the usability and where the way it was placed, for example as
a model of Rational Model, Daft (2008); Denhardt & Catlaw (2015); Star Model, Kates & Galbraith (2007); Means-end Model, the Incremental Model, Pluralistic Model, Individual models, Rusaw (2007); Organization Learning, Maden (2011); Adhocracy, Toffler (1970); Mitzberg (1993); Waterman, Jr. (1990); Hologram Organization, Mackenzie (1991). However, all models ever made can’t be replaced the bureaucratic Weberian position of dominance and in the practice of the organization of the government especially on the part of developing countries and developed countries which until now still widely applied. The reason, Weber bureaucracy is a model of economic and social circumstances of the picture of a country (Sager & Rosser, 2009). This description becomes the answer to the question, why study bureaucracy now? (Farazman, 2009).

A bureaucratic innovation appeared in the

---

Table 1.
Common Bureaupathologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abuse of authority/power/position</th>
<th>Fear of change, innovation, risk</th>
<th>Lack of creativity/experimentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account padding</td>
<td>Finagling</td>
<td>Lack of credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation</td>
<td>Footdragging</td>
<td>Lack of imagination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anorexia</td>
<td>Framing</td>
<td>Lack of initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrariness</td>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>Lack of performance indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrogance</td>
<td>Fudging/fuzzing (issues)</td>
<td>Lack of vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>Gamesmanship</td>
<td>Lawlessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blurring issues</td>
<td>Gattopardism</td>
<td>Laxity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boondoggles</td>
<td>(superficiality)</td>
<td>Leadership vacuums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>Ghost employees</td>
<td>Malfeasance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucratise (unintelligibility)</td>
<td>Gobbledygook/jargon</td>
<td>Malice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busywork</td>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>Malignity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carelessness</td>
<td>Illegality</td>
<td>Meaningless/make work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiseling</td>
<td>Impervious to criticism/suggestion</td>
<td>Mediocrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercion</td>
<td>Impersonalism</td>
<td>Melanization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complacency</td>
<td>Improper motivation</td>
<td>Mindless job performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsiveness</td>
<td>Inability to learn</td>
<td>Miscommunication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interest/objective</td>
<td>Inaccessibility</td>
<td>Misconduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>Inaction</td>
<td>Misfeasance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>Inadequate working conditions</td>
<td>Misinformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>Inappropriateness</td>
<td>Misplaced zeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-productiveness</td>
<td>Incompatible task</td>
<td>Negativism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowardice</td>
<td>Incomptence</td>
<td>Negligence/neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminality</td>
<td>Inconvenience</td>
<td>Nepotism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadwood</td>
<td>Indecision (decidophobia)</td>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceit and deception</td>
<td>Indifference</td>
<td>Nonaccountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedication to status quo</td>
<td>Indiscipline</td>
<td>Noncommunication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective goods</td>
<td>Ineffectiveness</td>
<td>Nonfeasance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Ineptitude</td>
<td>Nonproductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterioration</td>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>Obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourtesy</td>
<td>Inferior quality</td>
<td>Officiousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Inflexibility</td>
<td>Oppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseconomies of size</td>
<td>Inhumanity</td>
<td>Overkill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement of goals/objective</td>
<td>Injustice</td>
<td>Oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogmatism</td>
<td>Insensitivity</td>
<td>Overspread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramaturgy</td>
<td>Insolence</td>
<td>Overstaffing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire-building</td>
<td>Irregularity</td>
<td>Paper series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive social coast/complexity</td>
<td>Irrelevance</td>
<td>Paranoia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation</td>
<td>Irresolution</td>
<td>Patronage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extortion</td>
<td>Irresponsibility</td>
<td>Payoffs and kickbacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extravagance</td>
<td>Kleptocracy</td>
<td>Perquisites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to acknowledge/act/answer/response</td>
<td>Lack of commitment</td>
<td>Procrastination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favoritism</td>
<td>Lack of coordination</td>
<td>Punitive supervision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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era of the 90s who became an idea to provide. As an example, when we want to climb the aircraft, the airline’s party will certainly prepare its human resources ranging from technicians, pilots and flight attendants. With qualified human resources will be a major factor in flight safety, but on the other hand, the aircraft as a container for transporting passengers should have to innovate e.g. create seating which provides massage tools, multimedia, Wi-Fi and others in serving and pampering passengers. Therefore, it must be immediately taken steps that are fundamental, systematic, and comprehensive, so that the goals and objectives that have been set can be achieved with effective bureaucratic performance and efficient bureaucracy, the performance includes a broader aspect than a just range in efficiency (Dwiyanto, 2015).

Innovation is seen not much needed for a government bureaucracy because faced with a variety of formal rules as a guideline that should not be violated. In fact, the private sector is more sensitive to the changes of the times and how to pamper customers consistently. The concept, known as the New Public Management, this concept is how to deliver good public service to the community by emulating the private principle grounded on organization performance, competitive market behavior (Hood, 1991; Osborne & Gaebler, 1993; Lynn, 2006). This strategy was deemed necessary to respond to the old bureaucratic performance impressed the plodding, convoluted to cope with social changes and global changes as well. Answer these changes required new ideas to revamp the sluggish bureaucracy that had been impressed, convoluted in order to become faster, effectively innovate with the objective to maximize the potential of human resources a bureaucratic apparatus to create a culture of open and bureaucratic apparatus could be an agent of change, and encourage bureaucratic apparatus to further improve performance on an ongoing basis (Alberti & Bertucci, 2007). The idea of Innovation is also set in the legislation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 23 by 2014 about local government in section 386 paragraph 1.

1) Aspects of Innovation

The various efforts were undertaken by the government to first settle for giving a good public service. Innovation process involves several elements in the organization as the seeds that would blossom into innovation and is a cycle of innovation process (Gajduschek, 2003; Veenwijk, 2005; Styhre, 2007; OECD, 2011; Hummel, 2015; McLaughlin & Kennedy, 2016). Zahn & Weidler (1995) as cited Sauber & Tschirky (2006, p. 33) elements of innovation at the organizational level, based on the structure, systems, and culture that are an inseparable part of doing innovation. The structure, if innovation leads to changing organizational structure then the direction towards how the behavior of an organization when the structure changed if more effective or not. The system, the number of cheating that occurs in a bureaucratic practice (collusion, corruption, nepotism) became a serious thought for the government, so the government is doing the bureaucratic reform movement to resolve the problems in the practice of the bureaucracy, the goal only to convening the government with improving the principle of good government and good governance. The government started doing breakthrough work on systems such as the implementation of the activities of the electronic-based government (e-government).

Culture, Herbig & Dunphy (1998, p. 15) say, culture has a profound influence on the innovative

![Innovation Bureaucracy Process](image-url)
capacity of a society. Culture is not just talking about something the entity attached to individual or group that will affect the continuity of the performance of the bureaucracy. Culture is the unique thing will cause values to the individual such as action, belief, behavior. A culture of innovation in your organization will appear when all individuals are given the opportunity to find new ways that are more efficient on a consistent basis that goes beyond the limits of ability they have (Horibe, 2001; Zennouche, Zhang, & Wang, 2014).

2) Innovation Bureaucracy as Government

Ven de Ven & Pole (2000, p. 32) argue, while innovation is defined as the introduction of a new idea, the process of innovation refers to the temporal sequence of events that occur on u.s. Browse national interact with others to develop and implement their innovation ideas within an institutional context. On the organization of the government needed new thinking to parse a chronic disease which has always been a source of problems in delivering public services. Alberti & Bertucci (2007, p. 8) give it a there are five primary strategies of government innovation, 1). Integrating Services; 2.) Decentralizing Service Delivery and Monitoring; 3) Utilizing Partnerships; 4). Engaging Citizens; 5). Taking Advantage of Information and Communication Technologies. As illustrated in Figure 2.

a) Integrating Service;

The concept of public service offers a quality service not only the provision of the service but how communities get these services efficiently and comfortably so that the alignment between hope and reality become balanced. Shah, (2005, p. xxiii) argue, traditionally, public trust in public sector performance in delivering services consistent with citizen preferences has been considered weak in developing countries. In developing countries, this opinion seems right presence such as Indonesia, the number of cases of corruption of officials is an indication of poor corporate governance of a good government. The politicians and bureaucrats will likely be having an affair for the sake of seeking personal gain from the groupings and on should think of how to pamper their citizens by providing good service, although been a lot done we should hope for more.

b) Decentralizing Service Delivery and Monitoring;

Decentralization of services pushed economic development recently outside of urban centers, increasing public participation and increased trust in government (Alberti & Bertucci, 2007).

c) Utilizing Partnerships;

Service cooperation with the private sector to promote efficiency and quality of service on the government as the local media television, local radio, shared service development also conduct educational institutions for conducts ongoing research.

d) Engaging Citizens;

When the Government provides a forum for the public to express their views and be involved in all processes of innovation are more likely to succeed and spread (Alberti & Bertucci, 2007). For example, in developing countries like Africa community participation is very limited especially for the reason of the poor because the poor are less contributed in organizing the government. Events in Latin America countries, public participation is not always the most important thing to create a good government governance wrapped decentralized government in the Middle East, allowing public participation does not mean they will push more actively for real public participation in supervising community. Cheema & Rondinelli (2007, p. 9) explains decentralization and citizen participation are conditioned by complex political, historical, social, and economic factors that differ in strength and importance among and within countries. Factor in political, social and economic history that affect the participation of the community in a country. Although public participation is being argued on the bright side make citizens more meaningful for the country, so the country is responsible for delivering good service to the community (Callahan, 2007).

e) Taking Advantage of good Information and Communication Technologies.

The use of internet-based services or e-government aims to be a simple administrative process so that, contribute to the citizens in obtaining information and increase transparency and integrity in public administration. Kushchu & Kuscu (2003, p. 2) have argued, the meaning of electronic-based governance, strategy and its implementation involving the utilization .. for improving benefits to the parties involved in e-government including citizens, businesses, and all
government units. The explanation this give you an idea to us, using all kinds of technology will increase the benefits to the parties involved in e-government including citizens, the business sectors, and government institutions as well. It looks like e-government will be very difficult to apply to poor areas because it requires a huge budget. Then comes the expectations by utilizing smartphone applications with low cost. What is mobile government can replace the e-government? Ghiasi & Kushchu (2004) and Kushchu (2007) reply, the existence of mobile government, can't instead of e-government, but the application of mobile government is the implementation of e-government, in certain cases the existence of mobile government supports some of the activities of the government.

Innovation in their implementation requires the control to explain how big can be applied, and how long it takes. To explain innovation, the way that is often used is the diffusion elements and innovations. Rogers (1995, p. 10), 1). Innovations; 2). Communication Channels; 3) Time; 4) Social System. Development of innovation not only aims to unravel the problem that can't be described by conventional models but innovation also requires new thinking, to create something new or develop existing things into more effective longer. To see how big, the rate of implementation of innovation can be measured as Figure 3.

Description of the view of the diffusion and innovations can be described as the main concept of innovation:

- **Innovations:**
  Innovation is the idea and the practice of an objective that is considered new, resized by a certain time, the novelty considered an idea. Innovation not only involves a knowledge attitude, but the behavior in innovation is important, whether beneficial or detrimental instead. The bureaucracy must always be evolving towards improvements not only in restructuring, rules, quality of work, career patterns. Profit in may was relatively better than instead of those that already exist, some innovations will easily have understood and absorbed quickly from on some innovations that are complicated but slow to implement.

- **Communication Channels:**
  This section is a description of diffusion that is mentioned earlier, process submission of the mind or feelings by a person to another person, the point is the exchange of information about new ideas from one individual to another individual that is of mutual benefit in sharing information. Griffin, (2012, p.6) argue, communication is the relational process of creating and interpreting messages that elicit a response. Communications act to control behavior, create and understanding messages that bring in response to someone. The usefulness of communication is so connected with the surrounding environment.

- **Time:**
  Time is an essential element to providing information, the time will not be detached from the events, but time is an aspect of every activity. Time will also clarify the targets to be achieved, the extent to which time was taken can trim the budget and distance, time and effort.

- **Social System.**
  Rogers (1995, p. 23) back to explain, a social system is defined as a set of interrelated units that are engaged in joint problem-solving to accomplish a common goal. A social system is a unit linked in problem-solving to achieve a common goal, it is possible that it is a social system of individuals, informal groups, organizations, or even the subsystem. The whole of the social elements that are associated and connected, influencing together in one unit. Perform the function of social system integrity by generating solidarity and togetherness, determine the action that is acceptable or unacceptable, a social system consists of various interactions change the values and norms of social institutions (Ritzer, 2005).

Make something more effective than needed a surefire strategy to do so. Keys to successful strategy requires the existence of, goals that a simple,
consistent, and long-term, profound understanding of the competitive environment, objective appraisal of resources (Grant & Jordan, 2015).

3) Innovation Bureaucracy Conceptual
McLaughlin & Kennedy (2016, p. 4) argue, innovation, as an agency or organizational goals, seems to be a reasonable objective. Innovation is not something defined, too simple when saying that innovation is the discovery of new ideas, real innovation has 60 defined (Baregheh, Rowley, & Sambrook, 2009). Innovation always starts with understanding will new ways and is always associated with the utilization of technology (McLaughlin & Kennedy, 2016; Gobble, 2016). Then the rational choices will be selected, starting from the simple yet rich innovation benefits.

Agger & Sorensen (2016, p. 3) give arguments a phenomenon needs only to be new in the context in which it is implemented to count as an innovation. It should be emphasized that innovation is not always a good thing. Innovation is not just telling you about the solution of some evil practices in implementing countries, do not always tell you about conjures up creative ideas but how innovation can be built on an ongoing basis starting from a basic understanding of innovation.

Not only the organizations need to innovate, but human resources (ASN) also need to develop the creativity of individuals to be able to contribute to national development with a contribution of thought and creativity (innovation). For example, Malaysia gives discretion to the state apparatus to cultivate creativity in individuals and teams through a national project to develop and implement each of the government policies by generating a range of innovative products but cheaper costs (BKN, 2016). How simple can be done in various ways such as providing incentives for bureaucratic apparatus that can find new ideas that are rational, provide adequate support facilities as a comparison we will see private giving vastness at the research, then they will try to convince the leadership that what they do is useful and has added value, so that funds will be available. But Veenswijk (2005) gives an overview, to do research on the government need not have to go through the research section, but get used and give breadth to the bureaucratic apparatus to bring up the idea, his creativity and is a process to create a culture of innovation.

Innovation can be a discovery and invention. The discovery of something that already exists but it is not yet known isn’t just about new things (invention) but developed something that already is becoming more efficient longer. In contrast to the bureaucracy, innovation is considered not so necessary that still upholds the hierarchy, rules, and procedures that became part of the lack of bureaucracy. Klareskov & Nikolov (2007, p. 44) asserted, innovations in traditional bureaucracies once thought of us solutions to problems such as nepotism, patronage, and cronyism. Innovation can be the solution for the evil practice in bureaucracy including corruption, collusion, nepotism.

Therefore, it must be immediately taken steps that are fundamental, systematic, and comprehensive so that the goals and objectives that have been set by the performance of the bureaucracy that is effective and efficient. The performance of the bureaucracy includes the broader aspect than on the only range in efficiency. Sometimes some parties will see an apathetic innovation-minded government that is just using a large state budget. A wide variety of conceptual thought served with rich in the scientific literature with the approach and focus vary, the point is just to make the bureaucracy more realistic, and doing its job well. To understand these innovations can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Conceptual Innovations
Source: Elaborate by author
Innovation in government activities is becoming a must for countries that want to keep the opportunities and challenges to face the problems of a society that is so complex (Alberti & Bertucci, 2007). Innovation rooted in knowledge to answer any question, especially on government organization (bureaucracy) to restore public confidence, delivering good public services. If would like to make changes not only driven by a set of rules as a guideline but the most important role of a leader. Tahrima & Jaegal (2012, p. 143) provide an explanation, successful innovation requires leadership to establish the organizational capacity to generate ideas and to ensure prompt and effective service. Leadership can be a facilitator of change the bureaucracy and government facilities become the catalyst to compete, efficiency and productivity to perform a wide range of innovations. These activities will only run if the initial process of placing one’s leadership carried out correctly, by the capacity and the knowledge that he had and did a variety of formal and informal education is often done by the government. Many occur in local government appointment “head of agency” practice selling terms (the case of Klaten Regency). On the other hand, for those leaders who do not want to make changes to the same meaning that they tarnish the country’s goals written in the preamble of the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia in 1945 on paragraph 4 and provide opportunities for bureaucratic pathology thrives. Various views we can examine how efforts are being made to cover up the lack of bureaucracy. For example, when the source of the pathology of the bureaucracy comes from the structure of the organization then it can be prevented by using the view adhocracy or ad-hoc. This design was the model that was created outside bureaucratic structure that we know, more to make models that are not bound by bureaucratic characteristics such as Weber and delivered only responsible to the results.

IV. CONCLUSION

The bureaucracy that does not open up with the development of the surrounding environment will make this organization seen as government organizations that will meet his end, as an unhealthy bureaucracy became the site of the nest of the disease (pathology) bureaucracy to proliferate. This condition will endanger the government, and the public will not believe anymore with the service provided, in the long term it will force communities do not have the option to use private sector services. The various efforts were taken by the government to present a good public service to the community. Innovation is a way of the many ways to give change in the bureaucracy. Bring something new or make existing ones effective again, innovation becomes the main menu when the society began to critically. The country needs, providing service to society as well, though the society of a country not fully critical democratic and good service is mandatory.

A. Suggestions

Suggestions/recommendations as the core to contribute thoughts to recognize the pathology of the bureaucracy and the way of prevention:

1. Innovation became one of the sustainable solutions;
2. Innovation gives the space of creativity by growing a culture of innovation, leadership can be a facilitator and motivator;
3. Doing the competition with prizes for the bureaucratic apparatus that is capable of finding simple but rich in benefits while giving stimulus to cultivate the seeds of creativity to new or develop existing ones based on originality without imitating the work of others;
4. When the budget is limited, in applicative can make use of mobile government with cheap cost but rich in benefits;
5. The placement of a person to occupy the position should be properly put forward the merit system and away from the principle of collusion and nepotism;
6. As a basis for conducting discretion policy for local authorities to improve the performance of the bureaucracy;
7. Engender and nurture a culture of innovation to reform the bureaucracy supporting the year 2025.
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